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DTM Data Generator is a software solution
that enables users to generate data to
populate a variety of databases. Generate
random or repeatable data to test a new
database. DTM Data Generator is easy to
install and requires minimum resources to
work. The application is able to connect to a
number of databases through various
interfaces, such as ODBC, IDAPI, OLE DB, or
OCI (Oracle Call Interface). Users are then
able to organize their projects and create
individual rules for each database. The
application can generate either random or
repeatable data in order to analyze the
performance of their databases. A 'Rule
Wizard' feature is available, so that
beginners can use the program more easily.
Analyze the performance of your database
with DTM Data Generator. The application is
able to analyze the existing database
schema without making modifications to the
project. It can test internal structure,
relationships and dependencies. This feature
is available for both database systems and
desktop files. DTM Data Generator also
provides a value library, enabling users to
select predefined sets of names, countries,
cities, etc. to make the data more realistic.
The application can easily generate a few
million data rows and enables users to
implement personal data from other
databases, CSV or text files, Excel
spreadsheets and XML documents. Test
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binary data upload with the built-in BLOB
Loader. Users can add large objects to
selected database columns. The application
selects random files from a specified folder
and verifies the loading process to an
existing table. Users must keep in mind that
this process is automated and all existing
BLOBs are overwritten without prompt. In
conclusion, DTM Data Generator is an
essential tool when testing databases. Both
beginners and experts can use this software
to populate their databases and observe how
they work in realistic conditions. What's New
Version 5.4.4: - Changed the order of the
languages in the installer to English first,
then the rest. - Removed the missing
"Automatically add new lines" behavior from
SQLCE - Fixed the IDs of the Project
Properties tab - Use int data type instead of
varchar(10) for new "Property" - Use of "If
duplicate cell then..." - Fixed some security
issues that could be created by potential
users, in order to prevent them from
modifying your project and running DTM Data
Generator (and the data generator result)
from another computer - Some minor
bugfixes Use DTM Data Generator to
generate random or repeatable

DTM Data Generator Activator [32|64bit]

This featureless and easy-to-use application
has been designed to generate realistic data.
It can generate a large number of random
data entries, either from individual
components or from a list of components.
The software can handle generic components
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and address specific needs from users.
Addresses the following database engines: 1)
Oracle 2) ODBC 3) IDAPI 4) OLE DB 5) OCI 6)
InnoDB, MYSQL 7) MySQL, PostgreSQL 8)
Sybase 9) Firebird Generate hierarchical
levels, with or without number and
characters, etc. Create as many reports as
necessary, from simple calculations to
complex comparisons and automations. The
application has a well-organized interface
with no menus. Move projects between
databases and manage them at any time.
Implement your own personal data, from
text, CSV, Excel spreadsheets and XML
documents Implement your own personal
data, from text, CSV, Excel spreadsheets and
XML documents The application has a wide
range of properties and data entry options to
handle the broadest range of situations. The
data generated is randomly distributed and
can handle any type of relationship without a
difficulty. The data generated can be loaded
using the built-in BLOB loader. Desktop file
mode: The program generates data based on
pre-defined data structure and properties, or
user-defined one, and the default is to
generate one entry per row. Generating this
number of entries is an automated process
that does not need a third-party tool to
generate the data. Result data can be
formatted, and always supports the double-
click action. For large numbers of records,
the application can generate a predefined set
of data. Report the following databases: 1)
Oracle 2) ODBC 3) IDAPI 4) OLE DB 5) OCI 6)
InnoDB, MYSQL 7) MySQL, PostgreSQL 8)
Sybase 9) Firebird Handles the following
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data: 1) Text 2) Numeric 3) Character 4) List
5) Relationships 6) Entities 7) Nested 8)
Duplicates 9) Lists 10) Texts The results of
each test case can be used as multiple
reports at any time. Captcha Fixer is an
automated, easy-to-use captcha software
that will allow you to solve CAPT b7e8fdf5c8
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DTM Data Generator

DTM Data Generator is an easy-to-use tool
that can be used to test all kinds of
databases through various connectivity
options. Generate data to populate a
database. Test internal structure,
relationships and dependencies. Load binary
objects to a database. Analyze the
performance of your database. Download
DTM Data Generator DTM Data Generator is
a small, yet useful tool that can be used to
test databases through ODBC, IDAPI, ODBC,
OCI, and FileImport utilities. The software is
free, requires minimal disk space, and is
extremely easy to install. It is a Windows
application, running on all versions from
Windows 98 up to Windows 7. The software
can connect to various databases and
generate random or repeatable data in order
to analyze their performance. DTM Data
Generator is compatible with various versions
of Windows from XP up to Windows 7. DTM
Data Generator is available in English and
French. DTM Data Generator Screenshot
What's New in DTM Data Generator 4.5.9 -
Improved performance: Data Generator has
been optimized to work faster. - Improved
usability: A number of new features have
been added to the user interface. New in
version 4.5.9: - Improved performance: Data
Generator has been optimized to work faster.
- Improved usability: A number of new
features have been added to the user
interface. DTM Data Generator Windows
Software Your software purchases and
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registered licenses will be automatically
renewed until you either purchase a new
license or uncheck the renewal notification
within the license manager within the DTM
customer portal. Upgrade license If the
license purchased was a license upgrade,
your software will be automatically upgraded
and the license fee will be charged to your
account. You will be notified when the license
upgrade is available. Upgrade technical
support If you purchased technical support
for your license then technical support will be
automatically renewed until you purchase a
new license. Uncheck renewal notification If
you uncheck the notification within the
license manager within the DTM customer
portal then your license will not be renewed
automatically. You can continue to use the
same license until the end of the current
license period. If you purchased DTM Data
Generator 4.0 from the previous version
(3.3.5) you can continue to use the existing
license. You do not need to contact customer
support to continue using the software.
Download file

What's New in the DTM Data Generator?

- Supports generating tables, views, columns
and documents and is integrated with
services such as ODBC, IDAPI, OLE DB and
OCI, as well as ODBC, JDBC and ODBC files. -
Add columns to existing tables, views,
columns and documents in an existing
database. - Generate simple text documents
and spreadsheets in the shape of tables,
views, columns and documents. - Analyze the
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performance of the database and verify the
existing schema. - Generate both random
and repeatable data to test your database. -
Generates data directly from the database;
you do not need to create any tables in your
database. - Test the BLOB Loader feature to
add data to existing tables. - Use a value
library to select data from text files, files in
folders or databases. - Generate random data
to test the compatibility of your applications
with your database. - Generate lists of
identical data to test database table
relationships. - Generate rows of data for a
specific date, such as the first, last, random
or list of customers in a database. - Combine
different data with each other, for example,
add multiple rows of data and create a list of
customers that are older than 50 years old. -
Generate repeatable data to create
automated tests, for example, write the first
name, last name and contact information for
100,000 customers. - Generate reports for
XSLT documents. - Generate one-dimensional
data for financial applications, etc. - Generate
multi-dimensional data for a spreadsheet
program or import data from a CVS file.
Through the translator from Korean to
English (in both languages) .. Examples of
the Screenshots : 1. Data Generation
Screenshoot 2. Data Generation Screenshoot
3. Data Generation Screenshoot .. 4. Data
Generation Screenshoot 5. Data Generation
Screenshoot 6. Data Generation Screenshoot
.. 7. Data Generation Screenshoot 8. Data
Generation Screenshoot 9. Data Generation
Screenshoot .. 10. Data Generation
Screenshoot 11. Data Generation
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Screenshoot 12. Data Generation
Screenshoot 13. Data Generation
Screenshoot .. 14. Data Generation
Screenshoot 15. Data Generation
Screenshoot .. 16. Data Generation Screens
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System Requirements For DTM Data Generator:

PC: OS: Windows 7/8.1/10 (32-bit/64-bit)
Processor: Intel Core 2 Duo 2.13 GHz or
equivalent Memory: 1 GB RAM Graphics:
NVIDIA GeForce 8800 GT or equivalent
DirectX: Version 9.0 Network: Broadband
Internet connection PS3: OS: PlayStation 3™
system software version 3.0 Processor:
PlayStation®3 system (CPU: 3.0 GHz, 256MB
RAM) Network: Broad
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